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preparedness, Sazonov preached moderation and conciliation to the Balkan allies while Hartwig and Nekliudov fanned the flames of Serbian and Bulgarian nationalism and excited pro-Slav crowds roamed the streets of St. Petersburg. The Russian minister gave tangible evidence of his desire to prevent a European war. His Slavophile sympathies notwithstanding, he would not countenance the partition of Albania among Serbia, Greece, and Montenegro, but agreed instead to the demand of Austria and Italy for the creation of an independent Albania, that is, the exclusion of Serbia from the Adriatic. He dealt even more ruthlessly with Russia's traditional friend and client, Montenegro. The Montenegrin occupation of Scutari, which the Powers had vetoed in deference to the wishes of Austria, was terminated, on Sa-zonov's initiative, by the dispatch of an international squadron to Antivari. Russia, according to Sazonov, was not prepared to collaborate with Montenegro "in starting a world war in order that King Nicholas might cook an omelette/' In October, 1913, when Berch-told sent an ultimatum to Serbia demanding the withdrawal of Serbian troops who had reoccupied portions of Albania, St. Petersburg decreed and obtained immediate unconditional compliance.
Russia, of course, was not the only Power to work for the localization of the Balkan war. Sir Edward Grey's patience and genius for compromise were invaluable to the London conference, even though some of the solutions adopted were never enforced and others proved highly nefarious. Berlin exercised at times a restraining influence in Vienna. When in July, 1913, shortly after the outbreak of the second Balkan war, Berchtold, fearing the defeat of Bulgaria, contemplated strong diplomatic pressure in Bucharest and Belgrade (to be followed, if necessary, by armed intervention), Bethmann Hollweg sternly discouraged his Austrian colleague from embarking on so dangerous a course.
Every European government had to reckon, although in a different degree, with the state of public opinion. The position of Sazonov in this respect was particularly difficult because of the instability of the tsar and the opposition of nationalist and panslav circles to a policy of conciliation and peace. Russian diplomacy was attacked in a section of the press for its alleged indifference to the Slav cause and Russia's
mental principles of Christian ethics" (Sazonov, op. cit., p. 12). The translation of this high-sounding but elusive formula in terms of practical policies presents insurmountable obstacles,

